
KPIT’s  Diagnostics Engineering platform is a standards-driven and a cloud-agnostic solution which enables automation & collaboration across 

diagnostic functions and use-cases, resulting in left-shifting of testing & verification.

Powered by a highly scalable and a future-ready architecture, the platform Operates on a ‘single source of truth’ premise to deal with multiple 

complex systems with variants and runtime dependencies. Diagnostic development based on CI/CD principles, and virtual HIL integration 

capabilities streamline and accelerate production readiness. 

The platform runs on a unified diagnostic development process with state-of-the-art automated workflows and integrated dashboards enabling 

continuous sharing of feedback and insights across functions, thus ensuring end to end traceability from requirements to validation.

Improved development efficiency 

An integrated and an automated toolchain powered 
by a central knowledge base and a cloud-based 
delivery model drives collaborative efforts, thereby 
enabling much faster release cycles, and up to 30% 
reduction in authoring efforts

Field feedback integration

Derives insights by integrating field feedback 
received from aftersales and other downstream 
applications in order to enhance diagnostics 
accuracy

Optimized user experience

An online journey with no dependency on local 
storage and system performance drives a highly 
simplified and enriched new user on-boarding 
experience

Enhanced Diagnostics quality

Drives quality enhancements through automated 
checks and validations resulting in 75% faster test 
executions and up to 50% lesser defect leaks

Benefits
KPIT’s cloud-based Diagnostics Engineering solution emphasizes an end-to-end, standards-based ethos that improves diagnostics development 
efficiency, enhances data quality, and drives data integration across functional domains.

As of today, OEMs are working with a varied set of tooling systems (proprietary or vendor supplied) throughout the diagnostic development 

life-cycle. These diagnostic requirements also need to be leveraged by OEM downstream departments like Manufacturing and Aftersales, in 

addition to external suppliers and tool vendors, to ensure vehicle level conformance and compliance. 

Ideally, the diagnostics development process needs to encourage automation and collaboration across functions, to ensure data

transparency, uniformity, and re-use. However, the lack of an optimal & integrated process creates development silos, resulting in 

redundant development efforts; minimal linkage & traceability to requirements, insufficient test coverage, and a delayed time-to-market.

Diagnostics Engineering Platform

KPIT on AWS

Challenges
Dis-integrated, heterogeneous, and non-standardized diagnostic development tools

KPIT’s Cloud-based Diagnostics Engineering Platform
Standards-based, integrated & an automated approach to vehicle diagnostics 
development



Features

KPIT’s Diagnostics Engineering Platform on AWS
Developing diagnostics content in the automotive industry usually requires various non-integrated tools. The data produced in different process 

stages are manually, or semi-manually handed over between these tools. KPIT offers an integrated platform that delivers very efficient user journeys 

by leveraging AWS's cloud platform. Customer data flows more naturally between process steps and is used more efficiently across the complete 

automotive development cycle. The platform automatically generates validation tests from requirements and diagnostics data. Moreover, AWS 

CI/CD capabilities enable customers to bring in or take their data from the platform securely, any time.

Case Study: Luxury Car OEM

Feature #1
KPIT's automated ECU test solution is an end-to-end process to generate functional test cases based on 

validated diagnostic data, sequences, and ECU diagnostic software. Once the ECU data is in the system, the 

system creates test cases and packages and encrypts the data in a standardized format. The test data is then 

automatically executed in the ECU simulation environment. This automated generation and execution of tests 

help ensure adequate test coverage. The integration with a workflow system enables the traceability of the 

test results back to the requirements.

Feature #2
OEM and Tier 1 suppliers often require integration with their existing ALM/PLM or requirements management 

systems for traceability and reusability. KPIT's business tool integration API enables any customer applications 

to follow up on relevant diagnostic information. For example, through the integration with DOORS NG, the 

pre-defined diagnostic requirements can be imported into the platform and leveraged across the diagnostic 

tool-chain.

Challenges

Working with multiple tools across the 

automotive development process requires 

manual data handover, increasing lead time 

and human error. There was no centralized 

way of dealing with inbound/outbound 

customer data.

Solution

The data exchange functionality was made 

available in AWS as a serverless (AWS Lambda) 

microservice. AWS Step Functions were used to 

coordinate customer-specific details while AWS 

SES informed customers by e-mail when their 

data was ready to be collected on a secure S3 

Bucket. 

Results

After the implementation, the customers 

could  centrally import and export their 

data from the platform. This enabled 

compatibility with standardized tools and 

freedom of choice for the customer. 
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